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The practice of criminology; you don’t know what the results are. 

1. Make it personal; choose a sphere if possible that has a personal connection; if not then the 

closest thing to a translation of a personal connection. 

2. You can work for yourself. 

3. Work regularly harder than anybody you can see [around you at those criminological moments]. 

4. Invent or figure out a way to turn in some of your work [or both]. 

 

 

Side note[s]: Weed out the lesser or non-equivalent workers; if you started with an 

organization, by just outworking them. Either put in more hours there; or get sequential jobs; or 

both or optional [choice] movement between both. What if there are equivalents of workers; 
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assign each of you more work {this includes work outside of the organization; all work is 

connected} 

; until the system of criminology through this organization rises to its functional dream 

achievement.  

 

[Define what functional dream achievement looks like to you as a basic experiential prediction 

for this organization.] 

 

*If you are not the hardest worker at the organization but an equivalent then investigate to find 

out who it is [t.h.w.]; and ask them for suggestions as you need them.  

 

; and in the case your organization has not yet reached the phase of transitioning to more work 

production … perhaps the organization is still at the entry point with this group of workers.  

 

If you are t.h.w. and the organization is never going to reach past entry point with any group of 

workers; expect for the organization to be lost to itself and to the public ; but for your career of 

course to go on boosted by the organization’s loss; and why how: by your outworking effectively 

loss in this trajectory organization; and because there are no equivalents [in workers] the rest of 

the staff or workers won’t survive to the same career boost or with the past of their “work” in 

this organization … 

 

[in the case of different groups starting at different points of entry; the organization is 

considered a different system if even with the same name; almost like identity theft;  

so many many years later; if and when the organization is lost; consider adding a sequence to 

the name for proper edification … scuse me organization; and if even the organization is not 

lost; and there are many groups of equivalents switching to something else? Or something like 

something else? A different group of workers may imply a different organization and if this is the 

case: then you might want to add the same sequence in name a’ing] 

 

example: American military [Vietnam] a American Military [post-Vietnam] b American Military 

[post post-Vietnam] c 

 

[why criminology?] 

 

[in the above former; how to prevent identity theft; the obvious: think hierarchy inheritance of 

what works.] 

 

[t.b.c.] 


